Blessings Dear Hearts, and Congratulations!
You have all, now completed this Rule 1 Trial Study. Now you now why it was called a
Trial, for every single one of you, whether you participated within the group communications,
or sat alone and worked behind the scenes, or even if you changed the Study procedures or
only half did them, each of you will now know where you are in relation to Group Awareness,
Group Activity and Group Unity.
Each of you will have been confronted with challenges and obstacles and whether you stepped
into the “Burning Ground” and stood fully open to the God Fire of Purification or skipped
and jumped around trying to avoid the flames, some kind of Truth will have been SelfRealized. It could not be otherwise if you truly set yourself to this task of 10 days of this
Divinely Orchestrated Trial set up by your Soul and your I Am Presence.
So, CONGRATULATIONS is in Order, whether you still remain a little puzzled as to
whether you got anything from this or not.
I have read every single summary and email posted, including all those sent to me privately
when things became and little too much to bare. And in my conclusion, I wish to say a few
things before I close here with a few excerpts from DK and Lady Nada.
It was Deanna, whom I believe summed up the total experience of the DK June Rule 1 Study
Group.
I wish to place her whole sharing here for all to read again within this context of this my
summary for the Group.
Deanna said with Great Wisdom:“I wasn’t sure how this could ever feel like it culminated in any sense of completion as I felt
it could go on for endless days, but today I feel a sense of the end of a ceremony. It was
sometimes hard for me to understand this group ceremony we’ve all just been through while
it was happening. I felt uncomfortable for the first time in a while at around the midpoint
and even questioned pulling away. I sat & felt fear that I would make someone feel “less
than” because of my Truth in experience in my individual timeline. While simultaneously
feeling at other times that I would come off too immature and be reprimanded or be
distracting. But my greatest discomfort was when I felt the discomfort of the group like a
growing pain...like a contraction. I wanted to ‘make it better’ for you. Then I remembered
once, before going into a sweat lodge in Tofino, the elder told us not to reach out if someone
seemed uncomfortable...to let them be even if they were despairing. This went completely
against my ‘nautre’ (Learned by society) but I trusted the Elder. He explained later that if I
were to reach out to comfort during ceremony or initiation that it would be showing the

other that they weren’t capable of handling it. And that reaching out would be selfish on my
part & not to the benefit of the Whole. This memory got me through the discomfort and I
found the Will to move forward.
I’ve been watching the Osho documentary on Netflix and finding my discomfort
mirrored. What was the missing ingredient to the spreading of their group across the
world? Today it is clear to me. Devine Will. Will to the Group’s Group. The group beyond
the group. To the benefit of All. This tension was lost and love & intelligence were not
enough.
I want to be a part of the development of this new Earth and found a spark of Understanding,
Activation and Next Step in You. Ever forward”.
Dear One's, this was never about the Group, this was made very clear if you have read the
preparatory instructions, it was about the individual experience to ascertain whether they are
indeed ready for Group Awareness, Group Activity and Group Unity. It was to offer the
individual to find Their own Initialized Expression of God within Themselves. You were
therefore all left to do your own thing without being overly facilitated. Facilitation was not
a good word for this part of the Group Expression for as facilitators there is a very fine line
that needs to be understood where on one hand we want to as Deanna said, “make it better
for you”, and intervene offering you all the support that would make you feel comfortable,
and on the other hand and leaving you, as Deanna said, “to let them be in their discomforts,
even if they were despairing”.
This 10 Days is now complete, yet it only completes the interim of understanding your
discomforts and the Understanding and Knowledge of the “Path of the Way” to Group
Antahkarana Initiations for the Purpose of Service to Humanity and a World in Need.
DK says this in Mystery Revealed? – Gethsemane Revelation – Djwhal Khul, when helping
us to understand the significances of the Knowing that underpins this particular Journey.
“1. Know.
What is the difference between the knowing of the aspirant and the knowledge of the initiated
disciple? It is the difference which exists between two differing fields and areas of
perception. The aspirant is told first of all to "know thyself"; he is then told to know the
relation of form and soul, and the area covered by his knowledge is that of the three worlds,
plus the level upon the mental plane on which his soul is focused. The initiated disciple
knows the relation of the periphery to the center, of the One to the many, and of unity to
diversity. The applicant is concerned with triplicity: himself as the knower, his field of

knowledge, and that which is the agent of knowing, the mind. The initiated disciple is beyond
registering triplicity and is occupied with the duality of manifestation, with life-energy as it
affects or is related to matter-force, with spirit and substance. The knowledge of the initiate
has naught to do with consciousness as the mind recognizes that factor in the evolutionary
process; his knowledge is related to the faculty of the intuition and to that divine perception
which sees all things as within itself. Perhaps the simplest way to express the knowledge of
the initiate is to say that it is direct awareness of God, thus putting it into mystical terms; the
knowledge of the aspirant is related to that aspect of divinity which we call the soul in
form. Putting this in still another way, I might point out that the aspirant is concerned with
the knowledge of soul and matter, whilst the initiate is concerned with soul and spirit.
If I say to you, my Brothers and Sisters, that the knowledge of the initiate is concerned with
that which is produced by SOUND and not by the A.U.M. or the O.M., I shall have linked
up these comments with much else given previously in the analysis of these fourteen
rules. The "listening" of the aspirant has now been transformed into the effectual recognition
of that which the Sound has created. I refer not here to the creation of the phenomenal world,
or to the world of meaning which is essentially the Plan or the pattern underlying that
phenomenal world, but to the intention or the Purpose Which motivated the creative Sound;
I am dealing with the impulsive energy which gives significance to activity and to the lifeforce which the Sound centralizes at Shamballa.
It is not the fault of humanity that it is only now possible for the significance of the divine
purpose to emerge more clearly in the consciousness of the initiated disciple. It is a question
of timing and of movement in space; it concerns the relation of the Hierarchy, working with
the Plan, to Shamballa, the recipient (by means of the Sound) of the creative energy which it
is the divine intention to expend in producing a perfect expression of the divine Idea. It is to
the knowledge of this relationship and of its effects that the first word of Rule XIV refers.
It was the dawning of this significance upon the consciousness of the Christ—a consciousness
enlightened, purified and divinely focused—that forced Him to cry out: "Father, not my will
but Thine be done." He received a vision of the emerging divine intention for humanity and
(through humanity) for the planet as a whole. In the hierarchical stage of development which
Christ had attained, and which made Him the Head of the Hierarchy and the Master of all
the Masters, His consciousness was entirely at one with the Plan; its application to life in the
three worlds, and its goal of establishing the Kingdom of God on earth and the emergence of
the fifth kingdom in nature, were now for Him simply the fulfilling of the law, and to that
fulfillment His entire life was and had been geared. The Plan, its goal, its techniques and
methods, its laws and their application, its phenomenal effects, the hindrances to be met, the
energy (that of love) to be employed, and the close and growing relation and interplay between

the Hierarchy and Humanity, between the heart center of the planetary Logos and the creative
center, were known to Him and fully understood. At the highest point of this consummated
knowledge, and at the moment of His complete surrender to the necessary sacrifice of His
life to the fulfilling of the Plan, suddenly a great expansion of consciousness took place. The
significance, the intention, the purpose of it all, and the extent of the divine Idea as it existed
in the mind of the "Father," dawned on His soul (not on His mind, but on His soul). He
saw still further into the significance of divinity than had ever seemed possible; the world of
meaning and the world of phenomena faded out and—esoterically speaking—He lost His
All. These are words necessarily meaningless to you. For the time being, neither the energy
of the creative mind nor the energy of love was left to Him. A new type of energy became
available—the energy of life itself, imbued with purpose and actuated by intention. For the
first time, the relation of the Will, which had hitherto expressed itself in His life through love
and the creative work of inaugurating the new dispensation and the launching for all time of
the Kingdom of God, became clear to Him”.
What you have all experienced here over the past 10 Days is the beginning of a HUGE
Purification. The opportunity lies before you, how you respond from here shall be you own
free will as to how you shall move forward. Lady Nada shares this in Life is Action – God
is not Quiet – Lady Nada:
“At a certain point a spontaneous physical transformation begins to work through the
body. The process of Ascension takes over and you cannot stop or interfere with it. All
personal cultural and genetic memory is burned from the body. Kundalini is likened to a
fire – a liquid fire which burns the water molecules within the physical body vaporising them
to create a steaming process in which spiritual essence is refined. After a certain period of
time, sometimes spent in physical pain, stillness reigns over the body and you experience the
purity of consciousness without thought. This process continues until the physical body
becomes more and more translucent. One aspires and sooner or later one Ascends”. (from
the Gene Keys Richard Rudd GK 54)
“It is of such a significance to you, individually and as a collective group, in ways that goes
far beyond simply talking about God, Unity Consciousness, Higher Consciousness,
Alternative Dimensional Realities and Rings Passeth Not! Cosmically speaking the Universal
Movement of the Planets have come to meet you in a place of Universality that you have only
ever spoken of, never really understood or indeed experienced. But all this is about to change
for the better.
“That is, to attain that your perceptions of God, Shamballa, Hierarchy, Masters and Life
must change. You simply cannot, without creating more difficulties for yourselves, pass
through the next Rings of Consciousness without changing your perceptions of you and your

interrelationship with the Whole of God’s Creation. From the lowest to the Highest, from
that which stares you in the face, to that which is so far outside of what you have ever known
in physicality! Thousands of lifetimes it has taken you to arrive at this moment, thousands
of lifetimes living and experiencing the trials and tribulations of being human, thousands of
lifetimes of forgetfulness. What if this single lifetime is the one you have all been waiting
for? An interesting question, don’t you think?”
What lays before you now?
You may conclude this Experience, take from it what you will and move on
with Our Love and Joy with you for having share this Love and Light with us?
You can stay a while longer and we can review things a little more deeply, in
whatever direction you care to?
You could even re-do the DK Rule 1 Study soon in the July Group, maybe to
write it out again, participate in group sharing if you did not this time or maybe just
sit in a watch as you feel?
You can register to do the next 13 Rules commencing at the end of July that is
presently being considered?
You can come and join the EGA Light Program to fast Track your Resonances
and Light Quotients and thus align yourselves to a more permanent commitment to
the EGA Divine Plan?
Beloved Djwhal Khul is going to give an Address to this Group as soon as I align with Him
but while this is being organized I would sincerely ask that EVERYONE in the Group (All
Group participants) offer a summary of their experience.
Your communication is vital here for this for it is what will help us to help others as they are
Divinely Called to this potential Opportunity, just as you were!
If any of you have written anything that you specifically wish a response to, and we have not
as yet responded, please do remind us/me or write to us/me privately, if you feel it is not a
Group matter.
For now, on behalf of the Elemental Grace Alliance Administration Team, we shall simply
say it has been a Joy and a Blessing to have experienced these last 10 Days with you all.
In Love and Light We Share
Bye for now
In Love and Light
Peter

